Cengage Learning (sen'gā): A company that delivers highly-customized learning solutions for universities, instructors, students, libraries, government agencies, corporations, and professionals worldwide. Learn more >>

Cengage Learning creates and maintains more than 600 databases of accurate and authoritative reference content from magazine, newspaper articles, and other print resources. Gale is the world leader in e-research and educational publishing for libraries, schools, and business.

Gale Library & Reference >>

Publishes under the venerable brands of Brooks/Cole, Course Technology, Delmar, Heinle, South-Western, and Wadsworth to deliver highly customizable learning materials, textbooks, and digital products in the secondary, post-secondary, higher education, career school, technical trades, and professional markets.

Higher Education >>
K-12/AP* Honors >>
Professional >>

Focuses on global publishing opportunities, including localized content, English language teaching, and original and custom publishing for international markets. The product mix is a powerful blend of established U.S. imprints and rapidly expanding indigenous programs.

English Language Teaching >>
Global Regions >>

iChapters

Buy your textbook for less at iChapters.com, our preferred online store.
- Up to 15% off print textbooks
- 50% off e-textbooks
- Individual chapters as low as $1.99 each
- Thousands of digital and print study tools

Buy the way you want and SAVE!